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TFP THE SUSTAINABLE LUXURY WATCH



TIME FOR PLANET srl SB (TFP) project comes born from a 
very simple and original idea: to develop a high quality 
mechanical automatic watch which satises the desire to 
possess a luxury object in the knowledge that it has been 
created in a sustainable way.

For the above reason, each stage in TFP process - design, 
production, distribution - is designed to aim the lowest 
possible impact to the environment and the Planet.

THE SUSTAINABLE LUXURY WATCH

TFP is born in Tuscany, one of the Italian regions among the 
most known and appreciated in the world, to the point of 
representing itself a "brand". Tuscany has always been a 
source of inspiration for Art and Beauty, for many artists and 
geniuses who lived there, and today it is the center of the most 
important Italian Fashion district.

Those who choose to wear a TFP timepiece are exploring a 
new trend in personal luxury and expressing their commitment 
to sustainable elegance.

They are individuals who do not accept any compromise, not 
even in the choice of accessories, which, on the other hand, 
they interpret as distinctive elements of their identity and 
lifestyle.

SPIRIT OF TUSCANY

_the CompanyTFP WATCHES:
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TFP srl SB, the rst amongst Italian luxury goods companies, has 
been incorporated as a B-company which is to say that TFP seeks to 
generate prots, but in addition aims to provide benets to all 
stakeholders.
TFP pays great attention on the one hand to the use of recycled, 
recyclable and eco friendly materials and on the other hand to 
eliminate the use of harmful products, to reduce paper and pulp 
waste, to optimize the resources of the storage and distribution activities.
Being established as a B-Corporation, according to its corporate by 
laws, TFP supports a number of sustainable initiatives and projects.
TFP pays close attention to the Goals of the Agenda 2030 (United 
Nations).

FIRST SUSTAINABLE LUXURY COMPANY

The stimulating cities of Florence and Lucca have inuenced the 
style and the technical characteristics of the TFP timepieces, thanks to 
the creative and design skills of the TFP's Designer, professional with 
more than 25 years of highly skilled experience producing technical, 
sporty and innovative Luxury Hard Goods (mechanical wrist 
watches, writing instruments, accessories), for brands such as 
Locman, Panerai, Anonimo, U-Boat, Kendall, Dino Zei, Visconti.

TFP managers helped to grow and to consolidate these successful 
brand stories. They now deploy these skills to the service of the TFP 
project, to dene and to implement a new concept of Accessible 
and Sustainable Luxury.

WATCH HERITAGE & TEAM

One of the sustainable initiative is the reforestation of the Planet: TFP 
collaborates with specialized operators to plant trees, whose benets 
compensate for the production of CO2 and counteract deforestation.

Another initiative is in drinking water supply: TFP collaborates with 
specialized operators to help populations who do not have access to 
drinking water.

TFP WATCHES HELP TREES & WATER
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TFP watches offer an unbeatable value considering the features of 
unique and original design, quality of materials and the 
performance delivered: just make a benchmark and you will 
realize this (value for money). 

Then add to that the sustainability credentials of the watch itself 
and of TFP as a company. 

ACESSIBLE LUXURY

TFP watches display a strong personality, they are rich in 
technical content, sporty, ideal for everyday wear and 
suitable for all occasions: from biking to climbing, from 
golng to diving & yachting, from business meeting to parties. 

TFP watches are dedicated to "Modern Day Planet 
Explorers", to those who love life in all its facets.

TIME IS DIFFERENT with A TFP WATCH

TFP watch's inspiration takes its source in Tuscany and shows an 
unmistakable Italian style in the elegant shapes, in the use of 
colors, in the technical solutions that draw on the experience of the 
Florentine watchmaking heritage.

A really original project, from case to details such as hands, 
crown, buckle,...: these are not copies nor items taken on the 
shelf of suppliers.  

ITALIAN ORIGINAL STYLE

the strenghtsTFP WATCHES:_
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All TFP timepieces are numbered and each collection is a Limited 
edition, of no more than 888 / 388  / 188 pieces.
Special Editions are even in less quantities.

Those who wear a TFP watch will not be wearing a mass produced 
watch on their wrists, but one of few timepieces manufactured 
matching the aims of delivering real Luxury with an unique 
experience.

ALL LIMITED EDITIONS

Water is life’s spring for the Planet and for all its fellow inhabitants; water is 
precious and it must be preserved, even if Mankind has realized this only 
recently. TFP nds it natural to manufacture watches which nd themselves 
at ease in the water.

Building on well proved watch making techniques, where Diver watches for 
3000 meter depths have been manufactured, the TFP mechanical 
watches enjoy a strong connection with water, guaranteeing that each 
model is waterproof, from a minimum 200 mt. (20 ATM) up to 600 mt. (60 
ATM).

WATERPROOF & DIVING

On some TFP models, the standard 
position of the crown is at hh 08/20, to 
highlight the connection with the 
symbolism of number 8. If you want 
a crown positioned on the right, as an 
option (R) you can ask to have the TFP 
watch assembled with the crown at hh 
02/14.
TFP is the only watch able to offer you 
the choice for the crown position.

CHOOSE CROWN’S POSITION
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TFP leather straps have a strong personality, as highlighted by the 
special stitching, and are handmade in Italy. As appearance, 
colors and quality are unique.

Once the top quality leathers are selected (by TFP), production is 
performed by Italian craftsmen; each strap is carefully inspected 
for resistance and to check that will perfectly t the wrist.   

TFP strap benets from a handy change mechanism: with a safe 
lock (not spring-based). Watch owners can easily change the 
watch strap “dressing“, depending on the occasion or event for 
which the watch is worn.
TFP offers also additional straps, produced in limited edition.

WATCH STRAPS

Buckle has an original TFP 
design, with TFP  logo engraved.

Each TFP additional strap is 
equipped with a TFP buckle, so 
that the strap change is made 
even easier.

BUCKLE
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TFP timepieces use recycled / recyclable / echo friendly  materials:

CASE: made in High-Tech casting (no waste) using metals which have an high percentage of 
recycled material, such as Surgical Steel AISI 316L, Bronze.

DIAL: domed, metallic, the color is obtained thanks to natural processes (i.e. oxidation) or to low 
impact varnishes (without usage of solvents).

TOP GLASS: double domed sapphire glass. No use of plastic nor of mineral glass (which is 
chemically  treated).

MOVEMENT: Swiss, Automatic Mechanical, which works thanks to the kinetic energy generated 
by wrist movements. These are natural, innite mechanisms, which use clean energy: a perfect 
example of circular economy. On the contrary quartz watches  use batteries (lithium ) which have e 
negative impact on environment.

STRAP: in rst choice vegetable tanned leathers, (certied) in Tuscany, to respect the environment: 
the oldest tanning method, where tannin is taken from trunks, branches and leaves, without  
chemical additives. TFP doesn’t use leather from  protected  animal species.

PACKAGING: the box of the watch is minimal, smart, but with a nice look, in recycled paper/ 
board/wood which meets FSC certication, even using rejects from fruits (no usage of plastic). More 
elegant boxes are available for special editions and/or special gifts.

SUSTAINABLE PROJECTS:
TREES: for each watch trees are planted, to offset up to 1000 kg of CO2.  
WATER BOTTLE: with a Special Edition or a Special order, you receive a steel Water Bottle which 
gives 1000 liters of drinking water to populations in need.

the sustainable luxury watch_
TFP

“Swiss Made” is the term indicating that a timepiece has been 
assembled to the most demanding Quality standards. “Swiss 
Made” is world-wide acknowledged as being a synonymous with 
accuracy, as each watch is subjected to a 48-hour working test, 
before being approved. 

All TFP watches feature a Swiss mechanical automatic 
movement, with high end characteristics; this assures Quality & 
Reliability.

All TFP watches have a International Warrantee.

SWISS MADE

Special attention is paid to the watch case, its materials and 
nishing and great focus on the details.
The case making in High-Tech cas and the satin nishing produce 
a great case strength and reduce damage from daily wear and 
scratches. The ceramic used for the bezel is a high hardness 
material which can’t be scratched.
The back-case - when is not with back-glass - is engraved with a 
bas-relief, which reects the connection to the Planet.  
TFP “Dark” models have a special oxidation process (burnishing): 
OX-B.

The double-domed sapphire crystal window (piece of ne 
workmanship) and the domed dial offer great visibility. 
Embossed indexes, for highly luminescent material. Rough 
nishing. Arabic numeral at 8 o’clock.

WATCH CASE
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